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Abstract. Here, The new arbitrated quantum signature (AQS) protocol assisted by 
asymmetric key based on qubit block encryption algorithm is given. Interestingly, our 
protocol with the asymmetric key can be easily extended to multi-party verification. 
Unlike all previous quantum works on arbitrated quantum signature, the encryption 
algorithm of the pre- sented protocol is qubit block encryption. Since, the proposed 
protocol has a better performance in resisting existential forgery attack. In addi- tion, 
with the help of the arbitrator, it can be proved that our protocol is secure. 

1.  Introduction 
To the best of our knowledge classical cryptography is not safe in a quantum envi- ronment. This 

general setting broadly defines the field of quantum cryptography [1]. Quantum signature [2–4] plays 
an important role in quantum cryptography. AQS is central in quantum signature. Historically, it was 
an important milestone in the discovery by Zeng and Keitel of his celebrated AQS protocol to solve 
the identification of the original information [5]. Since then, some meaningful re- sults have been 
presented. For instance, Bell-states-based AQS protocol [6] and single-states-based AQS protocol [7]. 

In the work, a new AQS assisted by the asymmetric key based on qubit block encryption algorithm. 
Interestingly, our protocol with the asymmetric key can be easily extended to multi-party verification. 
Unlike all previous quantum works on arbitrated quantum signature, our protocol is based on quantum 
block encryption algorithm. Since, the existential forgery attack cannot work well in this proposed 
protocol. In addition, with the help of the arbitrator, Bob can verify the validity of a signature. Finally, 
a detailed analysis and discussion are depicted. 

The specific work is as follows. In Section 2, we describe qubit block encryp- tion algorithm. 
Section 3, with the qubit block encryption, a novel arbitrated quantum protocol with the asymmetric 
key is proposed. In Section 4, we provide a detailed analysis and discussion. Conclusion is depicted in 
the last section. 

2.  The Qubit Block Encryption Algorithm with Hybrid Keys 
The proposed algorithm based on the hybrid keys [8] is depicted as follows: For an n-qubit 

plaintext |P⟩, where 

                                                       (1) 

1,10 22 =++= iiiiiP βαβα
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The proposed algorithm includes two kinds of keys. The quantum key K1: 

               (2) 

where |αi|2  + |βi|2  = 1. The other is the classical binary key K2, 

           (3) 

In the proposed algorithm, two basic operations are required, including Hadamard gate and 
Controlled-NOT gate. The Hadamard gate can be depicted as: 

                                                              (4) 

                                             (5) 

And CNOT gate can be depicted as C|A⟩|B⟩ → |A⟩|A⊕B⟩, where A, B ∈ {0, 1}. 
Here, quantum encryption EK  can be depicted as (See Fig. 1): 

Figure 1. Circuit representation of qubit block encryption. 
For one qubit message iP , suppose the corresponding quantum key is i1K , and apply 

Controlled-Not gate to i1K  and iP , the result turns out to be: 

 

Furthermore, Alice encrypts the quantum message  with H gate, 

 

3.  The  Proposed Protocol 
The novel AQS protocol is inspired by the ideas from quantum private queries(QPQ) [10]. 

3.1.  Initializing Phase 
(I1) Quantum key distribution. 
By calling Gao et al.’s protocol [10], Alice and Bob share the asymmetric key Kr1. That is to say, 

Alice knows the whole key Kr1,  and Bob knows q bits of  Kr1, where q is a security parameter. 
Moreover, Trent shares the whole key  Kr1 and with Alice and Bob, respectively. 
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(I2) Shared the classical key. 
Similarly, all participants share the classical key for each other, which is respectively denoted by 

Kr2,  K2BT. 

3.2.  Signing Phase 
Alice generates quantum signature RA by encrypting plaintext P in this phase. This presented 

quantum encryption have two kinds of keys. For simplicity, hybrid keys are respectively denoted by 
KAB, KAT , KBT . 

(S1) Moreover, Alice encrypts |P⟩ with a random number r, where |Pi⟩ =αi|0⟩ + βi|1⟩ . In this 
protocol, we need two plaintexts. 

(S2) With qubit block encryption algorithm, Alice generates |RA⟩ as: 

'PER
ABKA =         (6) 

(S3) Alice sends to Trent, and sends to Bob. 

3.3.  Verifying Phase 
With the help of arbitrator, Bob verifies the validity of the signature. 

(V1) After receiving , Bob obtains |P ′⟩, and he computes  

          (7) 

where  i is  the  ith qubit  of  the  whole  key  KAB.  Then, Bob  sends  to Trent. 
(V2) Trent  decrypts  |YB⟩ with  KBT and  obtains Ri

B, then If |Ri
b ⟩=  |Ri

A  ⟩,he announces VT = 1; 
otherwise, he announces VT = 0. 

(V3) If VT = 1, Trent upsets the order of |P ′⟩ and |RA⟩with a permutation function S: 

                     (8) 
(V4) Trent generates |YT ⟩ = EKBT (|PT ⟩, |SA⟩) and sends it back to Bob. 
(V5) If Trent announces VT = 1, Bob considers signature is valid, and then Alice 
publishes r; otherwise, Bob considers signature is invalid. If the signature is 

valid, Bob can obtain . Subsequently, Bob decrypts |PA⟩ with . 

Finally, Bob stores as valid signature. 
For simplicity, Bob only knows one qubit key, and Alice knows all the keys in proposed protocol. 

We can make the protocol more secure by letting Bob know more qubits of the final key. Interestingly, 
our protocol with the asymmetric key can be easily extended to multi-party verification. 

4.  Security Analysis and Further Discussion 
So far, we have designed a new AQS protocol with the asymmetric key based on qubit block 

encryption algorithm. The security analysis be depicted in the following sections. 

4.1.  Outside Attack 
In this case, the attacker Eve is assumed as an outside eavesdropper. In the proposed protocol, there 

is a chance for Eve to extract useful information in the stage of sharing keys. However, the security of 
sharing keys is determined by the unconditional security of QKD protocol. Hence, any secrets cannot 
be revealed to outside attacker. 

Interestingly, Eve can intercept the quantum message. In order to resist this attack, the 
eavesdropper-checking phase in Ref. [9] should be involved.  That is to say, sender choose a lot of 
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decoy states, i.e. he randomly chooses four states{ }-1,0 ，，+ , and randomly inserts them into 
ciphertext. 

Suppose  Eve intercepts quantum message and prepares the quantum sequence n0 ⊗ . He can 
obtain four results, 

0000 =C  
1101 =C  

( )1100
2

10 +=+C  

                   ( )−−+++=
2

1
 

( )1100
2

10 −=−C  

                   ( )+−+−+=
2

1
 

In other words, this presented attack cannot work well in this protocol, and we have 

                            (9)                             
4.2 Participant Attack 

Unforgeability. If Bob wants to forge a valid signature, then he need to know key ABK  to generate 
( )PE

ABK ′ . Obviously, this is impossible, because the key is assigned by QKD. 

Theorem  1.  The Pauli operation Xσ  and Hσ  cannot be exchanged. 
Proof. For Pauli operation Hσ , we have 

  

           (10) 
and 

   

           (11) 
due to the relation Xσ Zσ = Zσ Xσ . Obviously the conclusion is established. 
More precisely, we give a simple example.  Suppose  n = 1,  10a1 bK += , 12 =K ,  

10 βα +=′P . It  is straightforward to check that the corresponging encryption is 

++−=′= βαPS KA E . The dishonest Bob can also mount the existential forgery attacks, i.e. 

he generates a fake quantum signature pair ( )EE PS , , 

            (12) 
with { }yzxu ,, σσσσ ∈ . That is, Trent compares whether the quantum signature pair satisfies that 

( )EKE PES = . Since Theorem 1, it is sufficient to prove that ( )EKE PES ≠  
Suppose that dishonest Bob want to forge signature by obtaining an equivalent key, which this key 

and the correct key have the same encryption effect. In the qubit block encryption, based on the 
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different encryp results of the message P′ , we have iM  kinds of key. Moreover, a kind of key 
have the number of xj . And, dishonest Bob obtains an equivalent key as, 

                                                  (13) 
Then, the total probability is 

                                (14) 
The probability can be depicted as 

                  (15) 
In eavesdropper-checking phase, the probability (see Fig.2) is  

                                               (16)  
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Figure 2. Bob’s successful forgery. 
Undeniability  If the dishonest Alice wants Trent to think that this signature is invalid, i.e. 

i
B

i
A RR ≠ . Obviously, it is impossible. Because she cannot know the quantum key BTK  . Bob’s 

denial means that he denied that h Bob’s denial means that he denied that he had received 

the signature. Due to the secret key is distributed by the QKD protocol, then no one knows the key 
ABK  and BTK . Therefore, Bob cannot refuse to receive the signature. In other words, the arbitrator 

can judge the truth about Bob’s lying. Therefore, Bob cannot successfully deny it. 

5.  Conclusion 
In this paper,  the presented encryption with hybrid keys, which is named qubit block encryption 

algorithm, can be used in our AQS protocol to make more secure. Moreover, this proposed protocol is 
secure. More importantly, the presented with the asymmetric key can be easily extended to multi-party 
verification. 
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